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Steel reinforcement-bar futures in Shanghai rose today amid speculation 
that China will take steps to bolster the economy after a manufacturing index 
unexpectedly fell yesterday.

Japan’s Topix index rose for a second day, with oil explorers and paper 
makers leading the advance, while financial companies retreated.

Malaysia concluded that Flight 370 ended in the southern Indian Ocean with 
no survivors, ruling out theories of a detour over Asia or an island landing, as 
the search for wreckage was suspended today on foul weather.

Asian stocks swung between gains and losses, after the biggest rally in a 
month for the regional benchmark index yesterday, as data showed slowing 
U.S. factory activity and investors weighed prospects of recession in Russia.

24 March

Australia, the largest iron ore exporter, cut its price estimate for this year and 
predicted a further drop in 2015 as mining companies including Rio Tinto 
Group and BHP Billiton Ltd. increase output and spur a glut.

Japan’s Topix index rose for a third day after a gauge of U.S. consumer 
confidence advanced to a six-year high, boosting investor optimism about the 
outlook for the world’s largest economy.

Asian stocks rose after U.S. consumer confidence climbed to a six-year high, 
buoying investor optimism about the outlook for the world’s biggest economy.

Chinese stocks trading in Hong Kong rose to the highest level in a month after 
earnings from Agricultural Bank of China Ltd. to China Mengniu Dairy Co. 
topped estimates.

25 March

China’s stocks fell, sending the benchmark index to its biggest loss in a 
week, after industrial profit growth slowed at the start of the year. The yuan 
weakened and benchmark money-market rates jumped.

The yen rose to a one-week high versus the dollar amid concern Western 
nations will boost pressure on Russia after U.S. President Barack Obama 
warned against indifference over the annexation of Crimea.

Citic Group Corp., the state-owned company that describes itself as a pilot of 
China’s economic reform, plans to make billions of dollars of its assets part of 
a Hong Kong unit. Shares of the unit surged by a record.

Four Chinese ships will join search planes to scour a remote stretch of the 
Indian Ocean for wreckage from the missing Malaysian jet after satellite 
images from Airbus Group NV detected more than 100 potential objects.

26 March

Societe Generale SA made Ukraine one of its top emerging-market bond 
recommendations after the country won an International Monetary Fund aid 
package to help stave off default.

Australia and New Zealand’s currencies led gains among the Group of 10 
major developed currencies amid optimism over the two nations’ economies 
ahead of central bank meetings next month.

Forward contracts for the Taiwan dollar headed for the biggest weekly gain 
since October on speculation the Chinese government will deploy stimulus to 
boost economic growth.

China, in the midst of a military buildup challenging the U.S. and Japan, is 
showcasing its expanded capabilities in the search for Malaysia’s missing 
plane by deploying hardware from satellites to warships to an icebreaker.

27 March

Asian stocks rose, with the regional benchmark heading for its fourth straight 
daily gain, as consumer shares led advances.

Mongolian Mining Corp. is looking to extend the maturity of a note due today 
as expanding supplies of coking coal push prices to record lows.

Hong Kong stocks rose, with a gauge of Chinese shares extending its biggest 
weekly gain since November. China Construction Bank Corp. gave the biggest 
boost to the market after beating profit estimates.

China’s stock-index futures rose after companies from China Construction 
Bank Corp. to China Shenhua Energy Co. reported better-than-estimated 
earnings.

28 March


